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Abstract: Cyber risk management is a very important problem for every company connected to the
internet. Usually, risk management is done considering only Risk Analysis without connecting it
with Vulnerability Assessment, using external and expensive tools. In this paper we present CYber
Risk Vulnerability Management (CYRVM)—a custom-made software platform devised to simplify
and improve automation and continuity in cyber security assessment. CYRVM’s main novelties are
the combination, in a single and easy-to-use Web-based software platform, of an online Vulnerability
Assessment tool within a Risk Analysis framework following the NIST 800-30 Risk Management
guidelines and the integration of predictive solutions able to suggest to the user the risk rating
and classification.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, with the ever growing reliance on ubiquitous connectivity and Information
Technology, cyber security has dramatically increased its importance. Different enterprises and
organizations in the public and private sectors manage potentially very diverse Information systems,
ranging from office networks to business-specific processes to very specialized systems. With a
potentially complex and very specific attack surface and exposure to threats and disruptions [1,2], it is
of paramount importance that not only security administrators, but also leaders and managers at all
levels, do fully understand cyber security risks. To a greater extent, assessment continuity is nowadays
crucial owing to today’s ever faster changing threat and vulnerability landscape.

In the light of such a context, in this paper we present a software platform called CYRVM (CYber
Risk Vulnerability Management), specifically designed to be used by small and micro Enterprises
who do not have the skill for (or cannot afford the cost of) a dedicated IT security team/person.
Its development has been done with four main design drivers in mind. Two of them, namely
simplicity of usage and partial automation, are quite typical and as such are targeted in most relevant
systems, including most commercial systems. What distinguishes CYRVM is (i) the careful integration,
within a single framework, of both the online (operational) Vulnerability Assessment phase, as well as
the subsequent offline Risk analysis—two phases which are typically handled by different platforms
or tools; (ii) the supplementary possibility to integrate a collaborative environment which enables
the possibility to predict for every vulnerability how dangerous they are for his network, using the
information shared by other users. The result is a software:

• with an extremely simple web-based user-interface, implemented as a web application (with no
need for local machine installation);

• standard-compliant because it follows the NIST 800-30;
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• that is able to provide a ready-to-distribute reports and statistics, along with vulnerability details
for all the assets, giving to the user a complete view of the cyber health status of system.

In summary, CYRVM’s main novelties are:

• the combination of Vulnerability Assessment and Risk Analysis: the former is based on
OpenVas (an open source vulnerability scanning and management solution), while the latter is
custom-programmed;

• the capability to predict values of Impact and Likelihood for every vulnerability, using 3 different
algorithms (Average, Matrix Factorization and a Custom Algorithm) which take advantage of
the aggregate information about what other users have done—note that CYRVM’s user interface
provides such predictions as “suggestions” which end users may eventually override.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start with the analysis of the state of the art
followed by a chapter where the description of how the software platform is able to do Risk Analysis
combined with Vulnerability Assessment is presented. This chapter is followed by one in which a
practical use case is described. Then we present the implemented prediction algorithms and finally the
validation results.

2. State of the Art

2.1. Risk Management

Cyber risk can be defined as a function of 3 parameters: (i) Impact expresses the level of damage
that a given risk may cause; (ii) Threat expresses whether or not a given risk can occur; (iii) Vulnerability
expresses whether or not existing information security measures are effective [3,4]. New technological
advances in every sectors, such as cloud manufacturing [5], industry 4.0 [6] and realtime service
composition [7] has opened a new horizon into the cyber world with a new type of risk that was
unknown beforehand.

In general, risk management is a crucial factor in the success of an organization. Several different
groups are concerned with risk management in an organization in order to meet many business
or regulatory requirements [8]. The management of this risk should give a general view of the
organization through the cataloguing of resources, the identification of threats and the valuing of
vulnerabilities [9]. In a Cyber scenario, Risk Management should be done on very different and
complex systems with the aim of identifying the risk, then validate it and, lastly, consider responses to
the risk [10].

There are many approaches to Cyber Risk Management. ISO 31000:2018 [11], an international
standard issued in 2009 by ISO (International Organization for Standardization), is intended to serve
as a guide for the design, implementation and maintenance of risk management. Whereas the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [12] developed a cyber security framework according to
which risk management can be divided into two different phases. The first one is Vulnerability
Assessment, the process through which is possible identify, quantify and prioritize the system
vulnerabilities. The second one is Risk Analysis, the process of identifying and analyzing potential
elements that could negatively impact key business initiatives or critical projects in order to help
organizations avoid or mitigate those risks. Usually traditional way of doing Risk Management focuses
only on this second phase without considering the Vulnerability Assessment one [13]. In addition to
this, it is done in different places by different organizations in different moments or internally using
additional software or contractors with the consequential increase of costs.

The 2 phases described above should be followed by security testing. In fact, security risk
assessment and security testing both contribute to an overall assessment of the security of a system
on different levels [14]. Several approaches can be used (e.g., ISO/IEC/IEEE 29119) combining risk
assessment and testing focus on specific aspects of the risk or testing process such as test case generation
or risk estimation [15,16].
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This is our first challenge: can we help the network manager in this hard work connecting
vulnerability assessment and risk analysis without increasing costs? Can we do this work using only
one software, without buying different tools in different moments of the work flow? Our application is
different from previous works because it permits with a unique easy to use software to implement
a standard framework, combining vulnerability assessment and risk analysis phases, without using
different software or external (and typically expensive) instruments.

2.2. Prediction

It is not sufficient to do this work without helping the network administrator in the quantification
of the impact of a particular negative event on the organization. In fact, especially in a context of
small/medium enterprise, the network manager does not know exactly the importance of every asset,
how dangerous is their lost, which type of cyber attack can affect them. For this reason he is not able to
chose correct values of impact and likelihood for every vulnerability of every assets. In the last years
there has been an increase of machine learning techniques use not only into the traditional sectors of
risk analysis [17,18] but also into the cyber risk management [19,20] with the aim of predicting risk and
avoiding cybercrime in future [21]. Our work goes in this direction: trying to predict cyber risk through
the use of custom algorithms and Matrix factorization [22–24]. This is our second big challenge: can
we predict and suggest to a network manager the right risk value for every assets and vulnerabilities?

In order to solve this problem, considering the choices of other users with similar systems, also
through the use of new predictive algorithm, a solution is presented to the user. In the literature there
are many examples of collaborative systems [25–29]. Our choice is different because in the software
platform we implement algorithms able (i) to predict the user choices of risk values starting from what
other users did before, (ii) understanding which users are more similar to the new one. For every
vulnerability, the user is able to consider a rate (from very low to very high) in terms of impact and
likelihood. In this way, the user can decide to update some values, accept all values because he
completely agrees or accept all values because he trusts the other users’ choices. These updated choices
will be saved into the database with different weights (1 if the user agrees, 0 if the user trusts) and used
in the other calculation.

2.3. Shared Information

All the above algorithms and procedures work well if there is information sharing between users.
In fact, only if everyone shares vulnerabilities of the system can a good recommendation be made.
Actually the proposed software platform is based on the concept of a safe third part [30,31] where
everyone can save information. In the future we plan to remove this assumption creating a privacy
preserving mechanism able to guarantee the confidentiality of the shared information.

3. Cyber Security Management in CYRVM

We create a software platform called Cyber Risk Vulnerabiity Management (CYRVM) that can be
used for the cyber risk management using the standard NIST 800-30. We decided to use this framework
because we think it analyzes cyber risk starting from a higher level going down in detail without
needing any previous IT technical know-how. The most important features of this software are:

• It is easily reached by every browser web and It does not need any other installation on
your machine;

• It is standard because it follows the NIST 800-30;
• It is able to integrate Vulnerability Assessment through the import of OpenVas (a free framework

of several services and tools offering a comprehensive and powerful vulnerability scanning and
vulnerability management solution) report;

• It lists all the vulnerabilities for all the assets giving to the user a complete view in terms of
integrity and confidentiality;

• It calculates the probability of an event and an estimation of the impact on the system;
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3.1. Implemented Methodology

Following the procedures described into the standard NIST 800-30, this software platform can
help the network administrator in the risk analysis. These steps are (Figure 1):

1. Characterization of the system. In this step the boundaries of the system are identified, along with
the resources and the information that constitutes it.

2. Threats Identification. The goal of this step is to identify the potential threat-sources and compile a
threat statement listing potential threat-sources that are applicable to the system being evaluated.

3. Vulnerabilities identification. The objective of this step is to derive a list of the system
vulnerabilities (observations) that could be exercised by the potential threat-sources.

4. Controls analysis. The goal of this step is to analyze the controls that have been implemented,
or are planned for implementation, by the organization to minimize or eliminate the likelihood
(or probability) of a threat’s exercising a system vulnerability;

5. Events Likelihood Analysis. The objective of this step is to derive a likelihood rating score for
each vulnerability Threat-source motivation and capability, nature of the vulnerability, current
controls applied to the vulnerability;

6. Events Impact Analysis. The next major step in measuring level of risk is to determine the adverse
impact resulting from a successful threat exercise of a vulnerability after obtaining information
such as System mission (e.g., the processes performed), System and data dangerousness
(e.g., the system’s value or importance to an organization), System and data sensitivity.

7. Risk determination. The purpose of this step is to assess the level of risk to the system.
8. Recommended Controls. During this step of the process, controls that could mitigate or eliminate

the identified risks, as appropriate to the organization’s operations, are provided.
9. Final documentation. Once the risk assessment has been completed (threat-sources and

vulnerabilities identified, risks assessed, and recommended controls provided), the results should
be documented in an official report or briefing.

This step can be divided into two parts. The first is the vulnerability assessment (from step 1 to
step 3) where it is analyzed where the system can be attached. The second (from step 4 to step 9) is the
risk analysis phase where every vulnerability of every asset is calculated to establish what the real risk
for the system is and how it is possible to mitigate it.

Figure 1. How CYRVM implements NIST 800-30.

3.2. Software Architecture

CYRVM from the front end side is written in HTML and Javascript, whereas for the back end PHP
has been chosen. The web application is built in order to completely automate the steps described
above and for this reason we can divide its software structure into 9 parts, each one composed of php
files, connected between themselves. Each group needs some input and produced some outputs that
can be used by one of the following parts. Figure 2 presents these groups.
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Figure 2. How CYRVM (CYber Risk Vulnerability Management) implements NIST 800-30.

Figure 3 presents a general view of the architecture of the application. Using a simple web browser,
the user can connect to the web server where CYRVM is host. This web server uses a network manager
module in order to manage all the information provided by user about network (assets, environment,
threats, etc.) and it is also directly connected to the DB in order to save vulnerability scan provided by
user. NIST 800-30 module provide to the web server all the information needed in order to implement
the framework steps (described in Figure 2. Finally the prediction module is used to predict Impact
and Likelihood values provided to the user.
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Figure 3. CYRVM architecture.

3.3. Database Structure

We save information into the DB using a very simple principle: for every system (defined by a
unique name) every vulnerability has a value greater than 0 if that particular vulnerability is one of
that system. The tables can be divided into 3 groups:

• the first group is composed of values given by OpenVas (or similar software) that is able to give
for every vulnerability its severity and Quality of Detection (in Figure 4). These values for the
vulnerability have a range between 0 and 10 (where 0 is the lowest and 10 is the highest), whereas
the Quality of Detection can have a range from 0% to 99.9%.

Figure 4. Severities of vulnerabilities of systems saved into the DB.

• the second group is composed of values calculated by the software platform for Impact and
Likelihood (in Figure 5). These values can be (null) if the particular vulnerability is not present in
a particular system, or 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 that mean Very Low, Low, Medium, High, Very High.

Figure 5. Impact of vulnerabilities of systems calculated by CYRVM.
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• the third group is composed of weights. In fact, considering choices of the user, every Impact and
Likelihood value is saved with a different importance (in Figure 6). Values can be 0 or 1 if the
weight is minimum or maximum. In the following chapters we will better analyze this point.

Figure 6. Weights of vulnerabilities of systems saved into the DB.

In CYRVM, there is a strong management of vulnerability because of the table structure. For this
reason, if a system with a new vulnerability is saved into the DB every table is updated with a new
column and, vice versa, if there are not any systems with a particular vulnerability, that column is
deleted. In this way It is possible to guarantee the consistency and the information saved in the DB.

3.4. Impact and Likelihood Collaborative Prediction

The risk analysis process we have presented is able to give good results only if It is based on good
values of Impact and Likelihood. In fact, using software like Openvas, it is possible to find what are the
vulnerabilities of your network but It is not easy to understand how dangerous are these vulnerabilities
for that. The main problem is giving a right value to Impact and Likelihood in step 5 and 6 of Figure 2,
usually assigned by users without a real knowledge of the network. The main novelty of CYRVM is
the capability of predicting values of Impact and Likelihood to the user using information of other
users saved into the DB.

CYRVM is able to propose a prediction to users using 3 different algorithms, dynamically chosen
by the user: arithmetic average, Matrix Factorization, custom algorithm. The first 2 algorithm are
known algorithms typically used in the literature in order to solve these kind of problems. The third
one is a new type of algorithm specifically designed for this type of context.

3.4.1. Average Algorithm

The easiest way to calculate a value starting from existing ones is through the arithmetic mean
that can be defined as the sum of the n numerical values of each observation divided by the total
number of observations.

A =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

ai

Using this simple principle the Algorithm 1 is implemented in CYRVM:
The following functions are used in the Algorithm 1:

• GetRecord is used in order to save all the vulnerabilities with their severity and Quality of
Detection starting from the Openvas report.

• GiveSys and GiveVuln are used in order to calculate the number of systems and of vulnerabilities
of the DB.

• InsertRecord is used in order to insert the record taken by the Openvas report into the DB. Insert a
new record means not only create a new record in each table but adding new columns in case of
new vulnerabilities.
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• averageImp and averageLike are the core functions of the algorithm because are able to calculate
the means of Impact and Likelihood values loaded into the DB. In case of first occurrence of
a particular vulnerability (so in case of mean equal to 0) the value presented to the user is
3 (Medium).

Algorithm 1 Average algorithm.

1: ImpactNew: array of int;
2:
3: LikelihoodNew: array of int;
4:
5: RecordNew = GetRecord("../report.xml");
6:
7: NumberSys=GiveSys();
8:
9: everyVuln=GiveVuln();

10:
11: InsertRecord(RecordNew);
12:
13: i=0;
14:
15: for everyVuln do
16:
17: ImpactNew[i] = averageImp(NumberSys);
18:
19: LikelihoodNew[i] = averageLike(NumberSys);
20:
21: i+1;
22:
23: end for
24:
25: return = ImpactNew, LikelihoodNew;

3.4.2. Matrix Factorization Algorithm

Recommender systems are based on one of two strategies [32]. The first one is called content
filtering approach and It is based on the construction of a profile for each user or product to characterize
its nature (of course It requires gathering external information that might not be available or easy to
collect). An alternative methods relies only on past user behaviour (for example, previous transactions
or product ratings) without requiring the creation of explicit profiles. This approach is known as
collaborative filtering. The two primary areas of collaborative filtering are the neighbourhood methods
and latent factor models. Matrix Factorization algorithm is the most successful realizations of latent
factor model and has been applied on the Netflix problem with better results of other collaborative
filtering methods. The strength of matrix factorization is that it allows incorporation of additional
information. When explicit feedback is not available, recommender systems can infer user preferences
using implicit feedback, which indirectly reflects opinion by observing user behaviour including
purchase history, browsing history, search patterns, or even mouse movements. Implicit feedback
usually denotes the presence or absence of an event, so it is typically represented by a densely
filled matrix.

Matrix factorization models map both users and items to a joint latent factor space of
dimensionality f, such that user-item interactions are modelled as inner products in that space.
Accordingly, each item i is associated with a vector qi ∈ R f and each user u is associated with a
vector pu ∈ R f . For a given item i, the elements of qi measure the extent to which the item possesses
those factors, positive or negative. For a given user u, the elements of pu measure the extent of
interest the user has in items that are high on the corresponding factors, again, positive or negative.
The resulting dot product, qT

i pu captures the interaction between user u and item i. This approximates
the rating of user u for the item i, which is denoted by rui, leading to the estimate:

ˆrui = qT
i pu
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The best way in order to calculate factor vectors (pu and qi), the system minimizes the regularized
squared error on the set of known ratings:

min
q∗ ,p∗

∑
(u,i)∈K

(rui − qT
i pu)

2 + λ(||qi||2 + (||pu||2)

Matrix Factorization is very used into Recommending Systems algorithms [33,34] in order to
predict a certain rank that a user could give to a particular item. Starting from the idea expressed
above, and considering good results given by this type of approach [35] we decide to implement this
method like in the Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Matrix Factorization algorithm.

1: ImpactNew: array of int;
2:
3: LikelihoodNew: array of int;
4:
5: RecordNew = GetRecord("../report.xml");
6:
7: NumberSys=GiveSys();
8:
9: InsertRecordMF(RecordNew);

10:
11: ImpactNew=MatrixFactImpact();
12:
13: LikelihoodNew=MatrixFactLikelihood();
14:
15: return = ImpactNew, LikelihoodNew;

The first part of this algorithm is the same of Algorithm 1 because also in this case is important
the management of new systems with new vulnerabilities. The different core functions used in this
case are:

• InsertRecordMF that is very similar to InsertRecord of the Algorithm 1 because It is able to add
information about new vulnerabilities. In addition to this It is able to add a record of 0 in the two
tables Impact and Likelihood;

• MatrixFactImpact and MatrixFactLikelihood are the functions that implement the Matrix
Factorization algorithm. Through this algorithm the 0 values, inserted in a new record into
the Impact and Likelihood tables by InsertRecordMF, are changed considering all the other user
choices. These values are normalized and presented to the user.

3.4.3. Custom Algorithm

We call the third implemented algorithm custom algorithm because It can not be referred to any
other fixed algorithm but It uses the same philosophy of the above algorithms. Before expressing this
algorithm in a formal way It can be useful understand its general steps:

1. find in the DB the nearest system (in term of number of common vulnerabilities and severity and
Quality of Detection) to the new one;

2. calculate, for every vulnerability, differences between these two systems (we call them slot);
3. take the values of impact and likelihood of the common vulnerabilities and apply the

calculating slot;
4. if new vulnerabilities are present calculate with matrix factorization the values of Impact

and likelihood.

Starting from the above idea, we can define the Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Custom algorithm.

1: Slot: array of int;
2:
3: ImpactNew: array of int;
4:
5: LikelihoodNew: array of int;
6:
7: RecordNew = GetRecord("../report.xml");
8:
9: NumberSys=GiveSys();

10:
11: everyVuln=GiveVuln();
12:
13: InsertRecord(RecordNew);
14:
15: RecordWinner = FindWinner(RecordNew);
16:
17: RecordWinnerImpact = GetImpact(RecordNew);
18:
19: RecordWinnerLikelihood = GetLikelihood(RecordNew);
20:
21: TableRecordVuln = CreateTableVuln(RecordWinner, RecordNew);
22:
23: TableRecordQoD = CreateTableQoD(RecordWinner, RecordNew);
24:
25: TableRecordMatrixVuln = MatrixFactorizationC(TableRecordVuln);
26:
27: TableRecordMatrixQoD = MatrixFactorizationC(TableRecordQoD);
28:
29: i=0;
30:
31: for everyVuln do
32:
33: Slot[i] = slotCalculation(TableRecordMatrixVuln, TableRecordMatrixQoD);
34:
35: SlotApplication(ImpactNew[i], LikelihoodNew[i], RecordWinnerLikelihood,

RecordWinnerImpact, Slot[i]);
36:
37: i+1;
38:
39: end for
40:
41: if differentVuln() then
42:
43: MatrixFactImp(ImpactNew, RecordWinnerImpact);
44:
45: MatrixFactLike(LikelihoodNew, RecordWinnerLikelihood);
46:
47: end if
48:
49: return = ImpactNew, LikelihoodNew;

The main functions used in the Algorithm 3 (different from the previous ones) are:

• RecordWinnner. This function is used in order to find in the DB the nearest system (in terms of
severity and Quality of Detection of vulnerabilities) to the new one. The idea in this case is: can I
use the information of another system that is very similar to the new one? For this reason, for each
vulnerabilities, this function does an algebraic sum of values of severity and QoD finding the
system that have the minimum difference.

• GetImpact and GetLikelihood find the corresponding values of Impact and Likelihood for the
winner system.

• CreateTableVuln and CreateTableQod. These two functions create two particular tables composed
by two rows (the first one for the Winner system, the second one for the new system) and by N
columns, where N is the number of Vulnerabilities into the DB. In the first table are inserted the
values of the severities of the systems whereas in the second one the Qod values. In addition to
this a 0 is placed when there is an unknown value.

• MatrixFactorizationC is a function that applied the Matrix factorization to the tables produced by
the previous functions.

• slotCalculation. It is the core function of the algorithm because It is able to calculate a value (here
called slot) that represents how different is that vulnerability between the two systems. In fact the
idea is to take the common vulnerabilities between the new system and the WINNER system and,
if It is needed, increment or decrease their impact/likelihood values basing on the few differences
of the systems.

• SlotApplication applies the calculated slots to the impact and likelihood values of the
WINNER system.
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• MatrixFactImp and MatrixFactLike are used for the calculation of impact and likelihood values
for those vulnerabilities that the new system has and are not present in the WINNER one.

4. Validation and Results

The following chapter is organized as follows. Firstly we compare our three algorithms. Then we
present how we conduct the validation process and what the obtained results were.

4.1. Comparison of the Algorithms

When a user decide to upload the vulnerability scan of its network can decide to obtain the values
of impact and likelihood through the use of one of algorithms analyzed above. These 3 algorithms are
very different because they have a very different way of calculation of values. In fact:

• Average. It is the simplest way to solve the problem because, considering a particular vulnerability,
it gives an idea of the value of Impact and Likelihood for a new system starting from the saved
data. But It is not able to consider the difference between two or more systems, or the case of a
system with atypical values (this is the limit of the arithmetic mean).

• Matrix Factorization. This is the best mathematical method considering a collaborative filtering
approach for the resolution of this type of problem. It considers all values of every systems saved
into the DB, considering also strange values. The only problem is that It gives to the system
(or systems) nearest to the new one the same importance of the other.

• Custom Algorithm. It can consider a mix of the two others because it finds the system similar to the
new one and calculates the Impact and Likelihood values starting from the nearest system one.
The only problem is the calculation of Impact and Likelihood values in case of new vulnerability.
In fact in that case Matrix Factorization is used (considering only two systems, the new one and
the WINNER one). But from a mathematical point of view Matrix Factorization works well if a
very large number of data are used and not only two.

4.2. Validation Execution

The proposed algorithms have been assessed using a leave-one-out method. According to this
method, one by one, every instance of the database is used like test set whereas the rest of the database
like training set. Particularly, the test set is composed of 4 type of information: the severity of every
vulnerability of the system, their quality of detection, the chosen impact and likelihood. Using the
first two information, like happens for a new system, the chosen algorithm calculates a solution (value
of impact and likelihood) using the rest of the DB (training set). This solution is compared with
impact and likelihood values containing into the test set in order to calculate the error percentage.
This percentage has been calculated using the following formula:

P =

Ns
∑

j=1

Nv
∑

i=1

∣∣Tji − Cji
∣∣

NvNs4
(1)

where:

• Nv is the number of vulnerabilities;
• Ns is the number of systems;
• Tji is the value of Impact (or Likelihood) for vulnerability i of the system j of the Test Set;
• Cji is calculated value of Impact or Likelihood for vulnerability i of the system j;
• 4 is the maximum deviation from the calculated value and the Test Set one;

The DB is composed of 50 systems and 13 different types of vulnerabilities. The 50 records can be
divided in these 3 groups:
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1. Real information. 8 records are composed by 8 real systems with real Vulnerabilities.
These networks are:

• a network composed by a CISCO router;
• a network composed by 2 mobile phones with Android 5 connected to another hot-spot

mobile phone;
• a network composed by 4 PCs with Windows 10 64bit connected to a LINKEM router;
• a Local Area Network composed by 2 PCs with Ubuntu 14.10;
• an ADSL network composed by a PC with Windows 10 64bit, 2PCs with Windows 7 32bit,

2 mobile phone with Android 5 and 6, a router;
• an ADSL network composed by 4 PCs with Windows 10 64bit, 4 PCs with Windows 7 32bit,

a CISCO router;
• a network composed by a router and a PC with Ubuntu Server and 2 PCs with Windows

10 64bit;
• a network composed by a router and a PC with Fedora and 1 PC with Windows 10 64bit;

2. Random information. 20 records with vulnerabilities completely randomly generated;
3. Structured information. 22 records similar to the first 8 ones. In fact, these systems have some

vulnerabilities depending by factors such as Operative Systems non updated or old version of
firmware. For this reason, we can reasonably suppose that some other networks can have the
some problems or a part of those.

In order to test in the best way algorithms working, our intention was to create a database with
very heterogeneous networks composed by different types of assets (mobile devices, servers, personal
computers, routers) each of them with different Operative Systems. The consequence of this choice
was the detection of different types of vulnerabilities (showed in Figure 7) in different fields (internet,
drivers, operative system, etc.). In this way the created scenario is very similar to a real one.

Figure 7. Different types of vulnerabilities used to test algorithms.

4.3. Results

Figure 8 reports error percentages for implemented algorithms. How It is possible to see,
the algorithms work very well with error percentages in the best case around 8% and in the worst case
around 18%. This means that, every 10 cases, only 1-2 predictions of impact and likelihood values
are wrong.
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Figure 8. Error Percentages for the implemented Algorithm.

The trend showed in Figure 8 reflects what we expect. The worst algorithm is the Average
because it does not consider similarities between systems considering all the new ones in the same way.
The best ones are the Matrix Factorization (that is the state of the art in the world of the recommending
algorithms) and the Custom Algorithm. This is because our problem can not be consider like a pure
recommending problem because there is not a fixed probabilistic correlation between every data in
the database.

All these considered, the algorithms seems to be very strong with errors under 20%. But they
should be tested with a larger number of systems. In fact, although the 50 systems inserted into the
DB create a very realistic scenario, they are not enough. A real test should be with a database with
hundreds of different real networks with a very large number of vulnerabilities. In future we plan to
insert other real networks into the DB in order to test in a better way the implemented algorithms.

5. Interaction with the User

When Impact and Likelihood values are calculated and presented to the user the next important
step is to capture the user preferences. In fact, when a solution is presented, the software platform gives
to the user the possibility to change them and It is able to save this changes in order to use in the other
computations. Behind this capability there is a general idea: an user can decide to accept passively
the prediction given by the software (without any changes) or he can change it. These two choices
hide two different behaviour. In the first case the user does not know enough about that vulnerability
or simply does not want to change anything. In the second case we have an expert user who knows
exactly what he is doing. For this reason, the system should consider in a different way these two
choices for the future calculation.

All these considered, when a prediction is presented to an user he can follow one of the
following steps:

• Accept the prediction. In this case the user is completely agree with every values predicted by the
software and he does not want to change anything.

• Follow the others. In this case the user does not care about the choices because he trusts in the
software (because he does not have the know-out for example). This case seems to be identical to
the previous one (in the Impact and Likelihood table the same values will be saved) but, how It
can be easily understood It is very different because in this case values are accepted by the user
who accepts passively the calculated values.

• Modify your values. In this case the user decides to change just some values, typically where he is
more confident, following the software prediction for the other values.
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Figure 9. User choices.

From a graphical point of view, to the user is presented a table like in Figure 9 and he can change
values into the cells of the table (when a value is changed the cell becomes red) and at the end he can
decide which type of update he would like to do: an acceptance of every values, an acceptance of just
the updated values, the passively acceptance of every values.

But, what are the effects of the user choices? Like we said above there is a different importance
between the user choices. This means that every choice has a different weight and this weight has
a different effect on the algorithms implemented by the software platform. Particularly we decide
to give a weight of 0 when the user does not have an opinion, 1 when the user agrees with the software
prediction. This type of data are saved into a table for the Impact and another one for the likelihood
(like in Figure 6).

6. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper we presented CYRVM, a software platform designed to do cyber risk management
for small and micro Enterprises who do not have the skill for (or cannot afford the cost of) a dedicated
IT security team/person. This software is able to help the network administrator during all risk
management phases, following the procedures described into the standard NIST 800-30, combining
Vulnerability Assessment with Risk Analysis. In addition to this, CYRVM gives to the user a prediction
of Vulnerability Impact and Likelihood values basing on the history of the other systems saved into
the DB. The choice of these values is the main weakness in the Risk Management process because
network manager could not have all the needed know-out to understand how dangerous is a certain
vulnerability of the network.

Actually the main limitation of CYRVM is the availability of real information derived from real
network, used by the algorithms to predict Impact and Likelihood values. In the future we plan
to extend the present DB of CYRVM with other vulnerability scans from different real networks
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(Universities, Public Administration Networks, etc.) in other to increment the know-out used for
the prediction.

Our second main goal for the future is the implementation of a mechanism able to ensure the
confidentiality of the shared information given by the user. In fact, one of the most important element
of CYRVM is the DB with the information given by the users who, obviously, could decide to preserve
them simply because they do not want to reveal the vulnerabilities of their networks. In literature there
are some mechanism used by collaborative systems in order to preserve privacy [36–39] using different
methods such as non negative Matrix Factorization [40]. Our challenge is implementing inside the
software platform secret sharing mechanism able to protect the information given by different users.
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